clip summaries:

SD-parking-pt1.mov - how to draw a parking loop with 30 standard spaces

SD-parking-pt2.mov - how to draw 4 H/C spaces and how to add on additional standard spaces

SD-parking-pt3.mov - how to draw a more compact parking loop with 30 standard spaces

SD-ignore10%_use20%_4closeness.mov (previously known as SiteDesign-Pt1.mov) - this clip was made when I was told "closeness" was judged as 10% of the site width... since then, I've learned that you can be up to 20% (~100') away and it would still be a safe distance to call close... so know that 10% is being overly safe but keep your distance within 20%...

SD-wind_views.mov (previously known as SiteDesign-Pt2.mov) - how to protect your plaza from winter wind and how to achieve views with building orientation

Good luck on your exam ~ Shiou